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T here is nothing sleepy about Southeast Ohio. Or its people. In fact, social pioneers abound around 
here. Innovative Appalachians 
passionately improve the status quo, 
as seen by the many projects and 
programs designed to help the local 
people, animals and environment.
Look no further than this issue 
for examples of area residents who 
have made significant differences in 
their communities, from Tammy 
Hann-Harlan’s animal sanctuary 
housing over 70 critters (p. 22), 
to Sam Jones’  boxing gym that 
exemplifies Glouster’s fighting spirit 
(p. 34) to Jackie O’s, an Athens bar 
and restaurant making strides toward 
sustainability (p. 18). Also showcasing 
Southeast Ohioans’ desire to change 
the world are a truck driver-turned-
hopeful congressman (p. 10) and a 
Morgan County woman who weaves 
mats for the homeless (p. 06). 
These folks focus their energies 
on current problems, and more 
importantly—how to fix them. In 
doing so, they represent Southeast 
Ohio as home to hard workers with 
a philanthropic and entrepreneurial 
spirit bent on change. 
Gina Edwards
Editor in Chief
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Mediterranean 
on the Muskingum
A Marietta family blends cuisine and culture
BY Andreya Carlson | PHOTOS BY Gabriella Gallo
Emad Al-Masri works hard in his family’s kitchen to prepare a unique and savory dinner for guests.
The scents of cinnamon and curry fill the two rooms on the first floor of the Al-Masri family home. They waft upward and outward from the variety of foods lining two tables resembling preparations for a 
Thanksgiving feast. But this is not a special occasion—this is 
daily life at the Buckley House Restaurant. 
Emad Al-Masri is the executive chef and owner of the 
Buckley House Restaurant, situated on Marietta’s Front Street 
and overlooking the convergence of the Ohio and Muskingum 
rivers. Al-Masri’s family opens the doors of their home six days 
a week to let in all who want to try some unique cuisine.
Al-Masri previously owned and worked as executive chef at 
Emad Al-Masri stands outside of his family’s home and restaurant, 
the Buckley House Restaurant.
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another restaurant called The Middle Feast in Naples, Florida, 
but his experience there was decidedly different. “I used to go 
to work. When I came back, my kid was sleeping, my wife was 
sleeping. But here I see them and I feed them every day.” 
Al-Masri and his wife bought the home after seeing that 
there was a bed and breakfast for sale in the newspaper. He 
says he was impressed when he was walking through the house. 
“And I looked at the garden and said, ‘That’s it.’” 
The restaurant, located on the first floor of the house, has 
a classic black and white antique feel. Tables draped in white 
tablecloths are topped with flowers. Until mid-spring, near 
Mother’s Day, guests are invited to eat from an indoor buffet. 
During this time, juicy lamb with eggplant and beef dishes 
with various savory vegetables are displayed in metal serving 
trays. Guests get their fill of the steamy lentil soup and the two 
refreshing salads. The buffet also comes with a sweet saffron 
rice pudding for dessert.
Through the summer months, the Buckley House Restaurant 
extends to the outdoors beyond the family’s first floor. Visitors 
dine and relax on the deck in the secluded backyard shaded by 
a lush garden and surrounded by a tall picket fence. A quaint 
pond and gazebo add to the relaxing atmosphere.
“He always talks about how he loves to cook and be a chef,” 
says Joyce Morris, a regular at the restaurant who says that she 
comes for the quality and variety of food. “And he always talks 
about how he prepares the food with love every time.”
The menu at the Buckley House Restaurant is a 
Mediterranean mix, drawing inspiration from Lebanon, Italy, 
Morocco and Al-Masri’s home country of Kuwait. It ranges 
from chicken Florentine crepes to lamb shish kebab to salmon 
with peaches. “Some customers the first time ask me, ‘What’s 
good?’ I tell them, ‘Everything’s good. What do you like? You 
want to try this? You want to try this? I can do everything, you 
know? I show them.’”
Al-Masri likes to offer customers red wine with meals that 
have red sauces and Chardonnay and other white wines to 
complement meals with white sauces. The homemade desserts 
include items such as baklava, mango custard and chocolate 
mousse cake with raspberry sauce. 
“The desserts are out of this world,” says Morris. “If you like 
desserts, that’s the place to go.”
During the winter season, bread is placed at the table for 
those who wish to try the hummus at the buffet. The hummus, 
one of the restaurant’s most popular dishes, spreads smoothly 
and has a mild taste, in comparison to some of the bold spices 
and flavors of other menu items. 
Al-Masri loves all the food at his restaurant, but adds that 
he especially loves seafood. “We sell a lot of seafood,” he says. 
“And everything is fresh. I don’t use frozen products at all.” 
His friendly nature and openness reflect the laid-back yet 
professional feeling of the restaurant itself. Al-Masri genuinely 
loves food and people.
The Buckley House Restaurant delights customers with its eclectic meals and sumptuous desserts.
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BY Liu Xiyuan | PHOTOS BY Kaitlyn Bernauer
On a recent trip to Dresden, our Southeast Ohio writer found three can’t-miss places to stay and eat—
and their delightful owners. Meet 
the three couples who have worked 
side by side for years to make these 
establishments one-of-a-kind.
Around the clock 
in Dresden From breakfast to bed, Southeast Ohio  discovers three places to eat and stay
Sarah’s	House	Victorian		
Bed	and	Breakfast
Steve & Tina Miller
Sarah’s House is a violet Victorian-style home with white window 
frames in delicate patterns decorating the outside. Built in 1860, 
it holds five bedrooms, a spacious dining area and kitchen, a small 
library and a cozy living room with a grand piano. 
Steve Miller plays piano tunes while guests enjoy dessert in 
the evening. “Our guests always love when Steve plays,” Tina 
Miller says. 
They love the desserts even more. Whether it’s a peach pie or 
cream puffs, each sweet morsel is homemade. As more guests 
requested the tasty evening treats, Steve and Tina decided to 
sell baked goods at their new store, Miller’s Emporium, down 
the street. “We are one of a few bed and breakfast places that 
offer late night dessert, sometimes even around midnight,” 
Steve says, while pulling a fresh cheesecake from the oven. 
 “It’s a unique business. You get up at your office, and you 
go to bed at your office,” Steve says. Steve and Tina have always 
regarded the business as a serious one. “Our guests are our 
priorities, and we have to take all efforts to make them feel 
comfortable,” Tina says.
FOOD
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The	Pines	of	Dresden
Marine & Allison Starr
Marine and Allison Starr’s bed and breakfast is in 
a traditional farmhouse on a two-acre oasis in the 
center of town. The Pines of Dresden, a 200-year-
old home, offers guests a spacious environment. 
Outside, the delicate cherry blossoms give a sense 
of spring in the air. And inside, handmade quilts 
and fireplaces in each room warm guests. Visitors 
also enjoy gourmet meals prepared by Marine. 
“Marine is great, and sometimes our guests will just 
sit at the bars and watch him while he is cooking,” 
Allison says with a grin. 
The Starrs have written greetings to welcome each 
guest on a board in the dining room. Their records 
show that approximately 70 percent of their guests 
return for another stay. “We have other couples who 
come every year, so they’re more like friends and family 
to us,” Allison says.
The couple laughs as they admit they do everything 
together. “We like to spend time with each other, even 
when we are cleaning the rooms,” Allison says as she 
looks at Marine. 
The couple has spent the past six years of their 
marriage here. As for future plans, Marine says that 
they don’t like to make them but, instead, cherish 
each day. 
The	Depot	Smokehouse,		
Restaurant	and	Pub
Rick & Sherry Spragg
Inside The Depot Smokehouse, the aroma of deep wood and 
smoked meat greets customers. Rick and Sherry Spragg, a married 
couple of 14 years, have decorated the cabin-like restaurant with 
earthy décor: natural pieces found on Smoky Mountain trails. 
“We have always wanted to remind people of the Smoky 
Mountains, where everyone is looking out for each other,” Rick 
says. “Our goal is to let people enjoy homemade foods in an 
Appalachian cabin atmosphere.”
The couple purchased the restaurant in 2008 to share their 
love of backyard cookouts and wood-fired barbeque. “Our 
meats are slow cooked with apple, cherry and pecan woods, 
and served with our homemade barbeque sauces,” Rick says. 
Dresden residents pop in for a drink or meal after a day of 
work or just to say “hi” to the Spraggs. “I consider myself the 
keeper instead the owner of the place,” Rick says. 
Every Saturday evening is karaoke night. From “Ring of Fire” 
to “I Love This Bar,” the tunes blare as a dozen or so people 
sing the night away. “We love the Depot’s karaoke night,” says 
Allison Starr, the owner of a bed and breakfast in town and a 
good friend of Rick and Sherry.
From the karaoke nights to the smoked beef brisket, Rick 
and Sherry seek to give customers something special.
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Weaving Hope
 Inspired by tragedy, couple turns to life of charity
Every Saturday evening, Toni Kratochvil sets up tables at the Rushing Winds Biker Church in Zanesville where she and her fellow congregants meet to crochet. However, Toni and her helpers are not crocheting plush 
blankets for their homes. They are cutting, tying, bunching 
and crocheting hundreds of plastic bags into durable sleeping 
mats for the homeless. Each of these “Vannie Mats” goes to one 
of the 1,800 Ohioans who are unsheltered on any given night, 
according to the website of the Coalition on Homelessness and 
Housing in Ohio.
Though only a few mats have been completed, volunteers 
have already begun distributing them on the streets in 
Columbus. Crafting each mat requires around 500 bags and 
countless hours, but for Toni, a lively and warm middle-aged 
woman, being able to give back to someone that society has left 
behind is worth the effort.
Vannie Mats is just one of the projects that Toni and her 
husband, David, have done over the past 12 years through the 
Vannie Project. Named for Vanya Oni, the Vietnamese orphan 
they sought to adopt, the Vannie Project has been a labor of 
love for the couple.
When the Kratochvils’ friends, Bill and Susi Bigelow, 
returned from a mission trip to an orphanage in Vietnam in 
early 2000, they brought with them the story of a girl who, 
they explained to their Irwin, Pennsylvania, congregation, 
would die without surgery for her severely cleft lip. “[Bill] had 
asked what was going to be done for her and they said nothing, 
that she was there to die,” Toni explains. 
When Toni heard the story, she knew that they could do 
something. With the help of the Bigelows, who had already 
adopted a Vietnamese child of their own, the Kratochvils 
initiated the adoption process.
After months of red tape trying to get Vannie to the U.S. for 
corrective surgery and adoption, the Bigelows received her clearance 
into the country. Along with the letter, which would allow Vannie 
to fly to the U.S. for the life-saving operation, they also received her 
death certificate just ten days before her first birthday.
Toni felt as though she had lost a daughter. She could not 
stop thinking about Vannie. “I remember walking around my 
farmhouse saying, ‘God, how can you drop a kid into my heart 
and rip it back out,’” she says. 
She decided that she could not let her love for Vannie 
fade, so Toni and David began collecting pennies to send to 
the orphanage where Vannie had lived. They continue this 
tradition today, sending money and gifts on holidays and 
Vannie’s birthday. “It helps people out and it’s just something 
we feel called to do,” David explains.
In 2005 when they moved back to Morgan County, Toni’s 
birthplace, they brought Vannie’s spirit with them. Over the 
years the project has expanded, and along with sending teddy 
bears to Russia and blankets to Mexico, the Kratochvils and the 
Vannie Project have made a big impact locally as well.
“Now we’re trying to help pastors in this area by providing 
Bibles and Christian book materials for small churches and 
pastors so they can get up a library,” Toni explains. In 2008, 
she worked with a ministry in Zanesville to plant gardens in 
underprivileged communities and she also crochets blankets 
for a ministry for single and young mothers in Morgan County. 
While the Vannie Project has helped many people, it is not an 
official charity, so they cannot accept donations. Toni and her 
husband fund their projects almost entirely by themselves. “You 
don’t need to spend a whole lot of money to help somebody,” 
David explains, “We just try to work with whatever we got.”
Since Toni started Vannie Mats in the fall of 2011, it has 
taken on a life of its own. With the help of students at Foxfire 
High School in Zanesville who help to make plarn, plastic 
yarn, and crochet the mats, and Vineyard Columbus, her 
sister’s church, Toni’s project promises to help many more 
Ohioans in need. 
“I’d like to get a mat under every unsheltered person right 
now in the Muskingum area,” Toni explains. 
But for now, the most important thing to Kratochvils is 
spreading Vannie’s message. “I would just like to see people 
touch the community around them,” she says.
BY Camisha Vigil | PHOTOS BY Kate Alexander
TOP LEFT: 
A homemade 
cross sits on 
the dashboard 
of a rider’s 
motorcycle. 
BOTTOM LEFT: 
Volunteers 
weave plastic 
bags into 
waterproof mats 
for the homeless. 
RIGHT: Toni 
Kratochvil enjoys 
a moment with 
a fellow member 
of Rushing 
Winds Biker 
Church 
 in Zanesville. 
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BY Shae Dalrymple | PHOTOS BY Matt Hatcher
Monday Creek flows along the border of Meadowview Tree Farm. The hills in that area were a  moonscape 60 years ago, ravaged by strip mining and the lumber industry. Since 
Steve Stone inherited the land, trees have slowly returned. 
He and his family live on 90 acres of lush landscape for 
which he meticulously cares.
The farm has been in his family for nearly 100 years and 
sits in Nelsonville next to the expansive Wayne National 
Forest. It serves as an excellent example of sustainable forestry 
and responsible lumber production. “This land is a gift. We 
don’t own the land, it owns us,” Stone says. He carefully tracks 
growth rates, battles invasive species and develops a detailed 
management plan that stretches on for decades to ensure his 
forest has the opportunity to recover after trees are removed 
to sell. He practices wildlife management by growing ground 
cover for animals, building vernal pools and installing filter 
strips to improve the quality of water. “It’s all about helping 
restore the balance,” he says. 
Meadowview Tree Farm was recognized as the 2011 Ohio 
Tree Farm of the Year, which is no small honor in Stone’s 
line of work. Out of 1,700 tree farms privately managing 
300,000 acres of land in Ohio, only 40 are selected to 
compete for the award. 
Meadowview’s ever-growing fortress of trees consists of 
varieties of oak, ideal for flooring and Stone’s best-selling 
product. Lining the trails are also cherry, chestnut, sugar maple, 
poplar, walnut, beech and buckeye. Much of Stone’s business is 
local, serving the cottage and flooring industries.
Stone spends his days inspecting the trails that wind 
through his acres and removing trees throughout the year. 
With a sharp eye and trusty chainsaw, he clears trails and 
removes invasive plants that might otherwise strangle the 
health of his forest.
Besides trees, Meadowview produces maple syrup and 
offers terrain for horseback riding, boarding, camping, hiking 
and hunting. It also serves as a training base for Ohio State 
University’s ROTC program, whose members run drills in the 
forest, a far cry from the university’s urban setting. The Stones 
also allow the U.S. Air Force to use the farm as a helicopter 
landing location. 
Stone’s children, Andrew and Erin, grew up alongside 
the trees and are now raising their own families. Andrew’s 
family still lives on the homestead, even after their first house 
burned down a few years ago. His new home looks sturdy and 
impressive across the gravel road from his father’s rustic spread. 
Together, they form a gateway looking down a shady gravel 
road, curving off into the tall oak trees. 
On the porch, a yellow dog with striking blue eyes begs 
beside a smoky grill as Stone shuts the lid over grilled onions. 
His favorite part of his job is just walking in the woods. 
 “It’s an honor to know that you’re being a good steward of 
natural resources,” he says.
Stone hopes his children will someday tend to the 
land with the same passion he does and continue on the 
generational legacy of farming trees. “Planting a tree is the 
ultimate statement of faith for the future,” he says. “It’s 
a lifetime.”
Stone family tree farm revives stripped land
Sticks and Stones
ABOVE: Steve 
Stone’s house 
overlooks the 
meadow that 
inspired the tree 
farm’s name.
LEFT: Steve 
Stone stands at 
the entrance of 
his forest.
PLACE
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Seeking Justice
Freed from death row after seven years, Dale Johnston has spent 
the past two decades trying to clear his name
BELOW: Dale 
Johnston and his 
wife, Roberta, 
now make 
their home in 
Grove City.
BY Shae Dalrymple | PHOTOS BY Laura McDermott
Over a cold glass of Arnold Palmer, 78-year-old Dale Johnston remembers the day his life changed. His soft-spoken voice betrays nothing of the years he spent on death row. “That’s the problem with the 
death penalty in Ohio,” he says, “It is so easy for someone to 
end up like I did.” The black lab at his feet scratches and rolls 
over. She has heard this one before.
On October 4, 1982, Johnston’s stepdaughter Annette 
Cooper went missing. Johnston, along with Annette’s mother, 
Sarah Johnston, thought that their 18-year-old daughter had 
run off to marry her 19-year-old boyfriend, Todd Schultz. But 
their hope faded as the hours passed. Days later the family 
and the entire community of Logan plunged head first into a 
nightmare. The teenagers’ torsos surfaced on the banks of the 
Hocking River, and police found their heads, arms and legs 
buried in a local cornfield on October 14, 1982. 
Amidst a heavy atmosphere of terror and outrage just 
before Halloween, police waved off rumors that Satanic cults 
were to blame and set their sights on Johnston. During the 
investigation, police found naked photos of Annette as a young 
teenager from a family camping trip years before, and it was 
enough to stir the authorities’ suspicion. Police suggested that 
Johnston was in love with his stepdaughter and jealous of her 
boyfriend, which seemed to be a plausible motive. Their theory 
was that he had murdered the teens at his farm before disposing 
of their bodies. Schultz’s family, along with nearly everyone else 
in the shaken town, wanted justice. 
Hoping to provide Logan with a sense of security, a three-judge 
panel at the Hocking County Common Pleas Court convicted 
Johnston and sent him to the Southern Ohio Correctional 
Facility in 1984, where he would later find himself on death row. 
Johnston says that police used witness intimidation, hypnosis and 
insinuations about his family life to build the case against him.
Johnston spent five years in that Lucasville state prison studying 
the Bible as well as the Ohio Revised Code, which outlines the 
rules of regulations influencing prison personnel and inmates. 
While he was imprisoned, Sarah divorced him, but she has 
always maintained his innocence. Johnston also lost his farm and 
horses and exhausted his life’s savings on appeals. Luckily, he had 
dedicated attorneys Robert Suhr and Thomas Tyack on his side. 
Johnston’s face lights up as he talks about his lawyers. “Here 
were two guys who believed in the law and believed in justice, 
ISSUE
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Seeking Justice
and they spent thousands and thousands of dollars out of their 
own pockets,” he says.
 “Basically, we were shocked,” Tyack says, “We thought 
there was no evidence to support a guilty verdict.” There was 
no physical evidence in his vehicle or on his farm to support 
the theory that he killed the victims on his property and then 
transported their bodies. Several witnesses heard gunshots 
coming from the cornfield, not Johnston’s farm. In addition, the 
attorneys believed that the photos of Annette were completely 
unrelated to the case and that the nudity was incidental.
Their dedication was not in vain. Johnston was released 
from prison in 1990 when the case against him disintegrated 
under appeal, according to The Columbus Dispatch. It was 
revealed that a primary witness testimony had been influenced 
by hypnosis and was therefore invalid as evidence. The witness 
said he had seen a man forcing the teenagers into a car on 
the night of the murders, but his description of the man was 
inconsistent due to a garbled memory from hypnosis. The court 
also discovered that intimidation techniques had been used to 
force Johnston to admit to an inappropriate relationship with 
Annette. Errors made during the initial investigation led the 
Hocking County prosecutor’s office to nolle, or not pursue, 
criminal charges against Johnston. He was dismissed without 
prejudice, which means that, pending new evidence, he would 
not be charged for the crime again.
Johnston manages to be optimistic when describing the years 
he spent on death row. “As horrible as death row was, it was a 
blessing because it gave me the opportunity to do something 
in a very short time that I should have been doing all my life,” 
he says, “And that is studying God’s word.” 
For nearly 20 years, the mystery of who murdered Annette 
and Todd remained unsolved. Then, in 2008, one fateful 
conversation between a woman and her parole officer caused 
Hocking County officials to reopen the case. The woman said 
that Todd and Annette were at her husband’s house in Logan 
on the night of the murders in 1982. Her now estranged 
husband, Kenneth Linscott, came home in the early morning 
hours covered in blood and refused to explain why. He went to 
the hospital with a deep gash on his arm the next day, and later 
that week he was found lingering in the area of the cornfield 
where police first discovered the site. Linscott admitted that 
he had been present at the scene of the crime and helped to 
dismember the bodies, but he maintained that he did not 
kill the teens. As for the identity of the murderer, he directed 
authorities to a drifter named Chester McKnight, who was 
already serving time for abduction and sexual abuse. McKnight 
confessed to both murders after decades of silence, and even 
asked for the death penalty. He is serving a sentence of 20 
years to life for the murders, which tops off a lifelong record of 
crime. He becomes eligible for parole in 2037. Linscott, who 
was charged with abuse of a corpse, spent six months in prison. 
Gretchen Gregory, a reporter at the Logan Daily News, 
covered the story when McKnight and Linscott were arrested. 
“It was just so hard for people in Hocking County to accept 
that it was someone other than Dale,” she says. The town of 
Logan had thought of Johnston as guilty for decades. All along 
Linscott had been living right down the street, knowing the 
truth. The news shook the community. 
Police overlooked Linscott’s involvement during the original 
investigation. Johnston believes officials protected Linscott 
and cherry-picked evidence because he had supposedly been 
an informant related to local drug activity. The Ohio Attorney 
General’s Office and Hocking County Sheriff Lanny North 
declined to comment on the case due to pending litigation. 
Athens County Sheriff’s Deputy Jim Thompson was a detective in 
Hocking County at the time of the murders, and he also declined 
to comment for this story.
Today, Johnston spends time speaking for the anti-death 
penalty organization Witness to Innocence, a community of 
death row survivors that aims to put a human face on the flaws 
of the justice system. He is remarried and lives with his wife 
Roberta in Grove City. “I love Ohio,” he says. “It’s a beautiful 
state. I’m just sad I had to leave Hocking County. Hocking 
County is made up of a lot of beautiful, God-fearing hill 
people. You’ve got to love them. They are great people.”
The State of Ohio still has not officially recognized Johnston as 
“not guilty.” He is suing for wrongful conviction and intends to keep 
pursuing legal action. In May, Johnston hired new attorneys, and 
McKnight has been called as a witness in Johnston’s lawsuit.
“I have no hatred. I have anger.” Dale cracks a worn smile 
and says, “But I continue to live.”
The small town of Logan buzzed with dark speculation after the torsos of two teens surfaced on the banks of the Hocking River.
I have no hatred. I have anger. 
But I continue to live.” 
— DALE JOHNSTON
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A Pike County man is on the road to Washington
BY Camisha Vigil | PHOTO BY Sarah Kramer
It was William R. Smith’s father who first encouraged him to go into politics. “When he was dying from the cancer the second time, he says, ‘You can see deeper into 
these things, you need to run for Congress,’” Smith 
says. “And that’s when I started to think about it.” 
The Veterans Administration lost his father’s 
application for benefits to help cover his medical 
expenses multiple times. Then Smith’s bank 
wrongfully foreclosed on his home after his 
father’s death. By that point, Smith felt that he 
had seen enough to know that things weren’t 
right. In December 2011—with no political 
experience—Smith announced his candidacy 
for the Democratic primary in Ohio’s 2nd 
Congressional District.
Each afternoon, Smith, a 61-year-old Pike 
County truck driver who goes by Butch, wakes 
up in the sleeping compartment of his eighteen-
wheeler in Groveport. He then begins his nightly 
drive to Kentucky and back, hauling merchandise 
from Amazon.com, and returns to his home in 
Benton Township on weekends. Smith has been 
driving trucks for 12 years. 
“I maintain this job in order to maintain Mom’s 
house, is just about what it amounts to,” he explains. 
But his days on the road may be numbered. 
In early March, Smith won the Democratic 
nomination and in November he will vie for the 
chance to represent his district in Congress. 
“People told me an old, gray-haired, fat man with 
a beard doesn’t have a chance running,” Smith says. 
“They said you have to have a quarter million or a 
half million dollars to be successful in the primary 
and you’re going to have to rake up a million dollars 
or so. I hope to prove them wrong.”
While running, Smith had no campaign 
team, never met with Democratic Party leaders 
and spent only several hundred dollars on gas 
and filing fees. He won the nomination by just 
59 votes, beating out the favorite, Cincinnati 
businessman David Krikorian.
Smith sees his victory as a sign that voters are 
fed up with politicians. “I think one of the biggest 
problems we’re facing in the country right now is 
that a lot of our top leadership really don’t have 
any concept of what they’re putting the American 
people through,” he says. 
For Pike County Commissioner Blaine 
Beekman, Smith is a welcome change on the 
political scene. “Here’s a guy who works 60 hours 
a week … drives 588 miles a day, five days a week, 
but he’s intelligent,” Beekman explains. “He 
understands what everybody is dealing with.”
In hopes of winning a seat in Congress in 
November, Smith has changed his campaign 
tactics. He hired a campaign manager soon after 
his nomination and has expanded the scope of his 
campaign to reach out to voters in Southwest Ohio.
Though Smith is a newcomer to politics, his 
long-winded, well-versed explanations of political 
issues—everything from energy to healthcare to 
gun rights—confirm his commitment to politics. 
For Smith, the growing culture of personal 
attack politics is a major frustration. “It’s just not 
beneficial to the American public. We need to 
talk issues,” he argues. 
Like many of Smith’s traits, his political views 
might seem a little bit unusual. He is a Democrat, 
but his stances on issues are both progressive and 
conservative. On one hand, he is decidedly pro-
life, but he also supports reforming healthcare. 
His long-term goals include pushing to reform 
banking regulations and reducing the country’s 
debt to China.
 “We know what’s happening in Washington 
and that’s not working,” Beekman says. “Why 
not send the common man over there, because 
that’s all he wants to do, is represent the people.” 
Smith will face off against Republican Brad 
Wenstrup, a Cincinnati podiatrist, in November. 
Wenstrup, like Smith, is a newcomer to politics 
and also beat out his opponent, Republican 
incumbent Jean Schmidt, with the help of an 
unaffiliated Super PAC.
“It’s going to be interesting,” Smith says. “Stick 
with me.”
William ‘Butch’ Smith, 
Ohio’s 2nd Congressional 
District Democratic 
nominee, listens in at 
the 45th Annual Golden 
Donkey Dinner. Trucking  
to Congress
People told me an 
old, gray-haired, fat 
man with a beard 
doesn’t have a chance 
running.” 
— WILLIAM R. SMITH
PEOPLE
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WAYNE’S	
TERRAIN
BY Courtney Astolfi | PHOTOS BY Katharine Egli
Enthusiasts across Ohio head to Wayne 
National Forest to blaze the ATV trails
O n an overcast Sunday afternoon, the quiet hum of Wayne National Forest feels impenetrable. Leaves jostle 
on the breeze, finches chirp and flit 
between tree boughs—but just when it 
seems civilization is far away, an engine 
roars to life and awakens the hills. A 
parade of all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) 
rumble by, shaking the earth. A rider 
motions toward a new path, and his six 
companions fall in line as he takes the 
lead. The pack disappears into the forest 
as quickly as it emerged, and all is quiet 
once again—at least for a while.
The Wayne National Forest is Ohio’s 
most popular ATV destination. Miles 
of hard-packed dirt trails meander 
throughout the southeast corner of the 
state, over burbling creeks and between 
ancient oaks. The trails carry all riders: 
young and old, beginners and veterans, 
ATV enthusiasts and nature lovers 
alike. “The Wayne,” as park rangers 
affectionately call it, has distinctive 
qualities that make families flock to the 
trails to bond and share the thrill.
Twenty state forests pepper Buckeye 
territory; combined, they offer only 40 
miles of motorized vehicle trails. The 
Wayne is Ohio’s only national forest but 
offers more than three times that amount 
for ATV riders to explore: 134 miles of 
trails cut across its landscape.
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Jake, Sam and Tom Watercutter 
(from left) arrive back at their 
campsite after a day of ATV 
riding on the Monday Creek Trail. 
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 Wayne covers about 250,000 acres across 12 Southeastern 
Ohio counties. It is a patchwork of territory, occupying both 
large swaths of open space and slivers of land tucked between 
private properties. This checkerboard design lends itself to the 
long, snaking trails that ATV riders love.
More than 350 miles of trails are open for hiking, horseback 
riding and mountain biking. About half of those miles allow 
ATVs mid-April through mid-December. These trails see 
plenty of traffic during the warm months. In 2011, the Wayne 
hosted over 27,000 ATV trail visitors when accounting for 
seasonal and two-day passes. Some of that traffic is local and 
some from across the nation—residents from 35 states rode 
there last year. 
Just ten minutes northeast of Nelsonville on County Road 
24 lies the longest and most frequented trail: Monday Creek. 
Other than a few cautionary “ATV crossing” signs, a gravel 
parking lot and mounted trail map, there is no indication this 
is home to such a popular outdoor attraction. But ATV riders 
young and old require nothing more than a muddy trail and 
trusty vehicle for an adrenaline-filled adventure. 
Vickie Hale has worked at Ohio ATV World in Logan 
for three years. She serves as the current office manager 
for the business, which sells trail permits to riders in the 
Wayne. Over the years, Hale has seen a variety of people visit 
Southeast Ohio to brave the trails. Most visitors are tourists 
from nearby metropolitan areas—particularly Cleveland, 
Cincinnati and Parkersburg. 
“We have lots of teambuilding, corporate groups,” says Hale, 
“bachelor parties, too.” But ATV-riding is particularly popular 
with younger fans. Ohio ATV World rents family-friendly 
vehicles, complete with jump seats so kids can ride along with 
their parents.
Jim Taylor, from Marion (about two hours north of the 
Wayne), is a parent who enjoys hitting the trails with his family. 
On an April afternoon, he surveyed the park map at Monday 
Creek Trailhead, with his 11-year-old daughter, Meghan, at his 
side. Just moments before, the pair had zipped by on a two-
seated Polaris Razor ATV—Meghan laughing as Jim revved the 
engine and rounded a steep dirt bank. A rider of 15 years, Jim 
frequents the Wayne a couple of times a month. The weekend 
before, he brought his son to Monday Creek. Jim says he prefers 
the Wayne’s ATV trails to the ones in northern Ohio. Up north 
is just too flat. “We like the hills,” he says. 
The Taylors are one of many families that enjoy the Wayne’s 
trails. Tom Watercutter made the three-hour trek from Anna, 
Ohio, to bring his two teenage sons to Monday Creek on a 
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muggy spring evening. When the Watercutter clan emerged 
from the dense forest, their ATVs kicked up clouds of dust on 
the trail. Jake, 18, took the lead. This was only Jake’s second 
time visiting the Wayne, but he has been riding for as long as 
he can remember. Sam, 14, was joining his father and brother 
for the first time in Wayne National Forest. He could not stop 
grinning behind his black and lime green helmet. 
ATVs are more than recreational vehicles for many Ohio 
families, and the Watercutters are no exception. “We live in 
the country,” Tom says. “The kids drive four-wheelers more 
than they ride in cars.” When the family visits Wayne National 
Forest, however, their ATVs transform from everyday utility 
vehicles into rumbling, mud-covered roller coaster rides.
While summer months are the most popular time of the year 
in Wayne National Forest, the crisp fall air brings a different 
kind of family outing to the area. In early November, when 
families are long settled into the school year routine, a new 
group of riders take on the Wayne. This year, the Athens 
Motorcycle Club will sponsor the 12th Annual Benefit Trail 
Ride and Poker Run on the Wayne’s trails, which supports a 
variety of charitable organizations around Athens County and 
throughout Southeast Ohio. 
Riders in the Poker Run fill the streets of New Straitsville 
the first Saturday in November. Before the riders take off 
down the trail, they are dealt a five-card poker hand. Then 
the competition is on. Participants zoom through 40 miles 
of Wayne trails, from New Straitsville to Nelsonville and 
back again. Beginners and kids are welcome, too—they have 
the option of riding a novice route that is only 12 miles long 
instead. At the end of the day, whoever has the best poker hand 
and has stopped at all five checkpoints along the trail walks 
away the victor.
CJ Verity, the event founder and coordinator, had worked 
for Athens County Children’s Services for four years prior to 
coming up with his idea. When local mining companies were 
no longer able to support the organization’s annual Christmas 
program, Verity used his background in off-road events 
promotions to raise the money instead. 
He was at a road-bike event on a rainy afternoon, when 
Verity realized an ATV charity ride would be a fun way to 
collect donations. The idea just clicked, says Verity. “And we 
have a perfect location with Wayne National Forest.”
Support from forest administrators has helped make the event run 
smoothly. “Wayne National supports us 100 percent,” he says, “We 
can kind of be a pain, but there have been several new rangers [over 
the years], and they all have been a help.”
LEFT: Tom 
Watercutter 
gears up for a 
ride with his two 
sons to brave 
the trails and 
enjoy a few days 
in the Southeast 
Ohio hills.
MIDDLE: Casey 
Holsopple 
leans next to a 
camouflaged ATV.
BOTTOM: Jake 
sports an Under 
Armour helmet 
while he rides.
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Even though Verity prefers two wheels 
over four—he is a member of the Athens 
Motorcycle Club—he still lauds the 
Wayne ATV trails for what they have 
accomplished in the area. “Southeast 
Ohio has always been rich in riding,” he 
says. “Wayne National is a huge tourist 
attraction that really draws people into 
the community.”
Because the Wayne is such a popular 
destination for young adults and 
families alike, safety is a concern for all 
riders. There is no age limit for riders, 
but a licensed parent must accompany 
all riders under 16 years of age. Last 
year, forest administrators decided to 
implement new rules to cut down on 
accidents and injuries. All riders must 
now wear helmets and eye protection 
on the trails. In addition, alcohol is 
now banned within 100 feet of the 
trailheads and trails themselves. Chad 
Wilberger, the recreation program 
manager for Wayne National Forest 
explains the new rules not only protect 
drivers and their passengers, but other 
riders, too.
Such rules will have to apply to 
additional trails as the Superior Trail 
in the Ironton Ranger District has 
potential plans for expansion: over 
the next two to three years, Superior 
will extend six more miles. When 
construction concludes, Superior will 
join Pine Creek and Hanging Rock 
trails to form 65 miles of continuous 
ATV paths in the Ironton district. 
These plans, however, are dependent on 
additional government funding. 
Wilberger has worked for the U.S. 
Forest Service for 21 years and at Wayne 
National Forest for ten. He explains 
that the Ohio Department of Natural 
Resources administers federal money 
between the Wayne and state forests. For 
the Ironton trail improvements, Wayne 
officials applied for an Ohio Recreational 
Trail Program grant. Because competition 
for the grant across the state is low, and the 
Wayne’s trails are such a draw, Wilberger 
is hopeful Superior Trail will be completed 
right on schedule. 
A decade of working in Southeast 
Ohio has taught Wilberger a thing 
or two about why folks love the area’s 
ATV opportunities. The Wayne was 
an attraction for riders as early as the 
1980s, when ATV popularity was on 
the rise. Back then, riders were allowed 
to ride anywhere, says Wilberger. Riding 
ATVs off the trails, however, comes with 
serious ecological concern—slow erosion 
ate away at the hillsides and natural 
resources were left unprotected. 
In the early 1990s, rangers and 
administrators implemented the first 
official ATV trails in the forest to 
combat these problems. These trails 
encourage riders to stay on the path 
and protect the wildlife. Other than 
the positive environmental impact, the 
trails are also designed to provide riders 
with a challenge and a chance to see the 
beauties of the forest. 
Kim and Casey Holsopple are a father 
and son from the Dayton area who took 
on the Wayne trail challenge, along with 
all of the scenery in May. Kim became 
interested in ATVs because they provided 
an easy way to get around his several 
acres of land. He soon began using them 
to hunt. In April, Kim purchased an 
ATV for his son Casey, and a trip to the 
Wayne was the first opportunity the pair 
had to take it for a spin. Casey’s maiden 
voyage on his new Polaris Razor was a 
success. Both father and son returned to 
the trailhead covered in mud, joking and 
laughing with one another. “I love to be 
out in nature; it’s a great way to see wild 
animals and the forest,” says Casey.
Back in his office outside of Nelsonville, 
Wilberger agrees. He attributes the trails’ 
popularity to the area’s rolling hills and 
mature trees, the changing elevations of 
the Appalachian foothills and the streams 
that wind through them.
Whether riders are enjoying a family 
weekend in the hills or tearing up the 
terrain to benefit local children and 
families, Wayne National Forest’s ATV 
trails promise adventure for all—just 
bring a helmet, wear a smile and expect 
to walk away muddy.
Jake Watercutter, an avid 
rider, shows off his ATV 
at Wayne National Forest 
during a family excursion.
We live in the country. The kids 
drive four-wheelers more than 
they ride in cars.
–TOM WATTERCUTTER
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O’Naturale
Jackie O’s brings new meaning to “going 
green” with its sustainable farm
BY Stephanie Stark | PHOTOS BY Jason Edward Chow
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B earded, loose-tongued and passionate, Art Oestrike is the owner of Athens’ uptown favorites Jackie O’s Pub and Brewery and Bagel Street Deli. His 
thriving local empire, Jackie O’s, is projected to 
grow six-fold in the next year with the addition of a 
new farm, brewery and canning line. 
Currently, local farms contribute more than half of 
the ingredients Jackie O’s uses for its beer and food. 
Some Southeastern Ohio suppliers Oestrike uses 
include Dexter Run Farms, Red Bird Ranch, Laurel 
Valley Creamery, King Family Farm and Integration 
Acres for meats, cheeses and grains. Produce from 
Jackie O’s new farm will add to the locally grown 
options available. 
The farm, which will harvest zucchini, raspberries, 
tomatoes, perennial herbs and flowers, potatoes, onions 
and greens, has also helped to support the Athens 
County Convention and Visitors Bureau’s “30 Mile 
Meal Project.” The project, which started in 2009, aims 
to “celebrate and promote the abundance of nearby 
farms,” and is a collaborative effort with the Center for 
Economic Networks and over 130 local food venues. 
The new farm, canning line and brewery add to 
Oestrike’s locavoric push, and eventually he hopes to 
be able to distribute his products across the region.
“There’s very few products that come out of 
Athens, Ohio,” Oestrike says. “Most things come 
in, get consumed and leave in the way of trash. 
So, our point is to get products leaving here.” 
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PREVIOUS 
PAGE: Melissa 
Christen, 
agriculture 
specialist, 
overlooks the 
main crops at 
Jackie O’s farm 
in Athens. 
Above: The team 
gathers for a 
pep talk before 
starting their 
chores for 
the day.
RIGHT: Lara 
Neal pulls weeds 
by the entrance 
of the farm .
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LEFT: Farm 
produce is used 
as ingredients 
for Jackie O’s 
food and beer.
BELOW: Seth 
Lutton turns 
over compost to 
allow it  
to breathe.
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Nelsonville couple transforms 48 acres  
into a sanctuary for rescued animals
BY Jessie Cadle | PHOTOS BY Kelsey Grau
I Got You, Babe
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Bill and Tammy overlook animals that 
the couple has spent the last eight years 
rescuing, feeding and housing.
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Dog barks, pig squeals and rooster crows greet Tammy Hann-Harlan as she parks her white van by the farm’s mailbox. She turns to the latest addition to her farm, huddled in the crate in the back half of the van, and reassures the animal that this place is a sanctuary. She performs this ritual 
with every newcomer she rescues and brings home.
“It’s kind of corny. I say, ‘You are entering a safe haven now. 
You never have to worry about not feeling safe … you don’t 
have to be afraid anymore,’” she says. 
The yellow home owned by Tammy and her husband, Bill 
Harlan, sits on the edge of sprawling fields laden with pig pens, 
chicken coops and food bowls. A pack of dogs bound out to 
greet her, with the smallest crawling under the entrance gate to 
nip at Tammy’s heels. She is home, and so are they.
Tammy has rescued hundreds of animals from natural 
disasters, hoarders and puppy mills since 2004. She now 
houses 35 pigs, five goats, a dozen chickens and roosters, nine 
dogs, nine cats, one goose and one duck—who mistakenly 
thinks he’s a dog. The Muscovy duck acts decidedly canine-like 
when it tries to bark and peck at the real dogs. Tammy and Bill 
fund the 48-acre farm, nicknamed Harlan’s Hawgs-N-Dawgs, 
completely out of pocket. She aims to adopt all of the animals 
out to loving individuals and only keeps the animals that no 
one else wants—the misfits.
Tammy rules the roost here as “Top Hog.” She perches on 
the ripped red couch on her front porch as the animals amble 
around her, in and out of their pens. She leans down to scratch 
Buster’s ears. The black and white dog peed too much for the 
shelter to keep him. When the animals see that Tammy is 
willing to scratch ears and bellies, they run over and join the 
queue. Aliza, a mastiff rescued from a puppy mill, drops her 
head in Tammy’s lap, splattering drool on Tammy’s shirt from 
her brown jowls. Aliza’s long teats sway beneath her from years 
of feeding too many puppies. A gray and pink farm pig named 
Regi—who will grow to be around 600 pounds—trots up to be 
next in line for some love. He came from New York, destined 
for a factory farm until his rescue. Tammy can identify every 
animal simply by looking at him or her. All the animals have 
names that correspond with stories about how they came into 
Tammy’s life. 
“This place is more than a home for people; it’s a comfort 
zone for animals,” Tammy says. “Everything on this farm can 
be replaced except the life.” 
Tammy moved to the farm in 2004 with Bill after her six 
children left home. The empty nesters quickly surrounded 
themselves with animals. Besides caring for the critters, Bill is 
an emergency room physician at Wayne Hospital in Greenville, 
and Tammy works as an aide at Beacon School in Athens, a 
school for developmentally disabled children.
Various animals, from Wilbur the pig to Snowball the 
rooster, have traveled from the farm to Beacon School to meet 
the kids. She hopes to one day build a wooden ramp through 
her farm, so handicapped children can visit and play. None of 
the animals would hurt the kids, because they can sense the 
children’s unique needs, Tammy reassures. Even Snowball, who 
has a reputation for being the meanest animal at the farm, 
treats her students well. 
Tammy spots the giant white rooster with bright red wattles 
sitting silently beneath the shade of a tree, his feathers flushed. 
His silence is off-putting to Tammy.
“Is something wrong, Snowball,” she cries. She walks over and 
scoops up the rooster. He flaps in resistance, his wings spanning the 
length of her arms. “Oh, I guess not.” While Tammy checks on the 
animals, Bill feeds them. He is known as the loving over-feeder.
“Before Tammy and I got together, I didn’t have any pets. I 
wasn’t much of an animal or pet person. Once we got more … I 
realized how much I get back from them. For me there is a lot of 
personal satisfaction. It gives me some purpose,” he says. “In the 
ER, I see a lot of things that aren’t necessarily pleasant. You don’t 
see the best side of people. But it’s nice to come back to this. I call 
it serenity. You know, coming back to these animals that you think 
wouldn’t get along with each other, but everybody just gets along.”
As Bill talks, Eddy follows him around. Eddy, the small 
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LEFT PAGE: 
Tammy Hann-
Harlan plays 
with some of  
her dogs.
ABOVE: One of 
her five goats 
peers through 
the fence.
ABOVE MIDDLE:
Tammy Hann-
Harlan pampers 
one of her pigs. 
LEFT:  The pigs 
and dogs stand 
together at 
Harlan’s Hawgs-
N-Dawgs.
Chihuahua confiscated from a puppy mill in Illinois, has 
become Bill’s shadow. And it was Bill who protested getting 
Eddy in the first place.
“I said, ‘No, not a Chihuahua,’ and so of course we got the 
Chihuahua,” he laughs. “It shows you where I stand.” 
Tammy has the final word when it comes to the farm, and 
becoming the boss has taken patience. Tammy trains all the 
animals on the farm upon arrival, so that they don’t show 
aggression toward her or any future owners. Now, all the pigs can 
sit and roll over. Most of the pigs can identify her voice easily, as 
she coos, “Grandma loves you” to the various animals she passes. 
Tammy introduces a visitor to the pigs, from her first one 
Charlotte to her largest one Furnace. Not one pig fits the swine 
stereotype. The animals are exceptionally clean—their stiff fur 
holds no mud—and they don’t smell bad. They nuzzle their 
warm, wet noses into Tammy’s hands and when she scratches 
their stomachs, they drop to their backs for a full pig pamper. 
Their fur feels like elongated bristles of a broom. The porkers 
have dainty feet and tiny tails fringed with fur. Their tails swish, 
and the sounds of their snorts and squeals fill the yard. 
The 700-pound Furnace, a farm pig the size of a small pony, 
sports small white tusks that curl up his cheek. Still, he only 
looks to Tammy for a cuddle and food. The pigs are Tammy’s 
favorite animal on the farm because they are the most in need 
of rescue, she says.
Only a few pig sanctuaries exist per state, and most of them 
are filled to the brim, she says. The Harlans have chosen not 
to turn their farm into an official sanctuary, because it would 
require registering as a non-profit. But, once word got out 
about her home sanctuary in 2005, everyone from park rangers 
to apartment owners called her about pigs needing a home. 
The need for rescue rose in recent years with the popularity of 
the teacup pig, also known as the miniature pig.
“Teacup pigs don’t exist. They’re all pot-bellied pigs. All of 
them,” Tammy says. Breeders make up names like miniature 
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to entice buyers, but after a year, the pigs could grow to 200 
pounds. Besides pot-bellied pigs, Tammy has rescued a variety 
of pig breeds from naive owners. She then has the animals 
spayed and neutered, which calms their often-crazed demeanor. 
The need for rescuing pigs is especially dire because it is legal to 
hunt and kill wild pigs at any time. “Pigs get the rawest end of 
the deal,” she says, shaking her head. 
Tammy walks to a small solitary pig pen set aside for Huey, a 
blind, deaf and overweight pig left behind by his owners when 
they moved out of their apartment. Lucky for Huey, he has 
lost 50 pounds since being rescued by Tammy. His large pink 
body, which drags on the ground when he tries to walk, perks 
up when he senses movement. “He knows the vibrations of 
my voice,” she says, leaning down to greet him. “Huey loves 
Mommy most.” Huey is trapped in solitary confinement—he 
can’t move much anyway—because the other pigs would target 
him for his weaknesses. The pigs have a pecking order within 
their herd, and Huey would never make it. 
“This is where I slept many nights,” Tammy says, gesturing 
around the pen cramped from Huey alone. Before Huey 
needed the space, the pen served as a medical center for injured 
or pregnant pigs, and Tammy once spent several weeks sleeping 
with a pregnant pig who had an unknown due date. All the piglets 
came out safely thanks to Tammy’s care. She hopes to one day 
build a full barn with air-conditioning and heated pens for the 
sick animals. For now, the Harlans keep all injured animals in 
the garage or the house. If there are more than one or two needy 
animals at a time, it’s difficult to make space. 
It’s not unusual, however, for animals to roam the house at 
all hours. All the animals are allowed in, always. They can even 
eat from Tammy’s dinner plate if they feel so inclined. Tammy 
treats the animals equally, though the newest rescues garner the 
most one-on-one attention. 
The latest addition to the family is a white cat, still covered 
in grease, named Cash Money. After a failed trip to a casino, 
Tammy was walking glumly back to her car when she spotted 
the feline darting around the parking lot. 
“Bill said, ‘Oh Tammy.’ But I knew I had to try … She literally 
jumped into my arms. It was meant to be,” she says, picking up 
the now purring Cash Money. “I won the jackpot.” 
Tammy considers every animal rescued a bout of good 
luck, even under tragic circumstances. She has volunteered 
at more than 15 natural disasters since 2004 when Hurricane 
Ivan struck the Gulf Coast. She runs emergency management 
at the animal shelters located in fair grounds or empty fields. 
After each storm, at least one animal returns to the farm with 
Tammy. She worked primarily with the local branch of rescue 
organization Noah’s Wish, but now works with Athens’ own 
DART, the Disaster Animal Response Team. 
When Hurricane Katrina hit in 2005, Tammy spent four 
months rescuing animals. She slept in abandoned houses, cars 
and tents at night, and managed the shelters during the day. After 
Katrina, she brought home 27 dogs, one pig and two cats. “The 
best scenario is when someone comes and says they are looking 
for their dog, and the dog is there. That is the best of the best of 
the best,” she says. She volunteered for a number of weeks after a 
tornado uprooted houses and animals near her home in the Plains 
in 2010. Luckily, none of her animals were hurt. The sanctuary 
remained surprisingly untouched by the ravaging storm.
Though her land serves as a haven for the animals, Tammy 
hopes her home is only a stopping place for animals on their 
way to new, safe homes. Save for the few permanent animal 
members of the family, like Eddy, Tammy wants to find them 
all homes. “It’s not hard to give them up, because I know once 
I get them a home, I can rescue something else,” she says. For 
now, her focus is the animals at hand. She scratches Buster’s 
ears. He starts to doze as do the rest of the animals as the sun 
sets on another day at Harlan’s Hawgs-N-Dawgs.
Tammy Hann-Harlan feeds one 
of the pigs in her care. 
This place is more 
than a home for 
people; it’s a comfort 
zone for animals. 
Everything on this 
farm can be replaced 
except the life.”
—TAMMY HANN-HARLAN
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Meigs County cowboy lassos a community of ropers
BY Bridget Mallon | PHOTOS BY Meg Vogel
Home on the Reins
A gray metal fence surrounds Karr’s arena, leaving a 
small gap near the entrance for people to watch. 
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A loud whinny fills the cool, dark arena as Woody drags his front hoof against the ground, letting loose a cloud of dust. Dirt covers the floor and a damp smell like a lake on a foggy morning fills the building. Tom Karr, a 
lanky man standing a little over 6 feet tall, gallops on his horse over 
to Woody and grabs hold of the chestnut brown horse’s reins. Karr 
remains seated on Lynx, his favorite horse, but guides both animals 
around the 80-by-220 foot arena, first trotting slowly then speeding 
to a gallop. After a few minutes at this faster pace, Karr and his 
companions slow once again to cool down for a few moments. Out 
of Karr’s 22 horses, only Lynx and Woody have the responsibility 
and honor of competing in the sport he has dedicated the past 25 
years of his life to: team roping.
The impressive arena is a testament to Karr’s love for the sport. 
Built in the early ’90s by Karr himself, it stands next to his 22-horse 
stable. A dark gray metal fence surrounds the arena’s riding pit, 
leaving a small patch near the entrance open for observers to stand 
and watch Karr and other ropers practice their craft. This is where 
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team roping in Meigs County grew from one man’s passion into 
a training ground for national-championship caliber riders. 
Karr, a Pomeroy resident and professional team roper, and the 
four other Meigs County Ropers now frequently practice at 
his arena, but when he first started roping, Karr would travel 
long distances to wrangle cattle. He has brought this Western-
inspired sport to his Southeast Ohio home and, with his know-
how and arena, has encouraged others to saddle up.
Karr grew up riding horses and developed a love for Western 
culture at a young age. When a good friend suggested he try 
out team roping, a rodeo-inspired sport, Karr jumped at the 
chance. He purchased a few horses and began attending team 
roping clinics to get acquainted with the sport. Twenty-five 
years after first developing an interest in team roping, Karr says 
he still loves the adrenaline of the competitions and being able 
to spend so much time on horseback. 
Team roping is a timed sport involving a steer or cattle, and 
two mounted riders. Each rider has a specific job, Karr says, 
TOP: A rider dons the appropriate gear to meet the Western-style dress code for rodeo competitions. BOTTOM: Roger Cotterill leads his horse back 
to its trailer after hours of practice.
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meticulously brushing the dust off his horse’s coat. One rider 
is the header, who tries to rope the animal by the horns. The 
second rider, called a heeler, attempts to tie the steer’s back feet. 
After both riders snag their respective part of the steer, they 
pull apart so the animal will go down. Karr is confident roping 
as both the header and the heeler, and he and the other Meigs 
County Ropers switch off roles and partners.
Winners are determined by speed, says Karr, and there are 
penalties that riders can incur during competitions. If a rider 
breaks the barrier or starts too quickly, the steer gets a head start 
and the riders get a 10 second penalty. If the team only catches 
one leg instead of two, officials take five seconds off their 
time. The emphasis on speed and agility alone differentiates 
team roping from other horse competitions where winners are 
partially determined by the aesthetic appeal of the horse. Ryan 
Buckley, Karr’s nephew and one of the Meigs County Ropers, 
says avoiding penalties is essential in team roping. “It’s a timed 
event so you kind of play against the clock and hope to set out 
penalty free.” Buckley says without penalties, ropers take down 
their steer in an average of eight or nine seconds. With the 
pressure to win resting solely on the ropers themselves, and not 
based on the opinions of any judges, Karr says competitions 
have a friendly atmosphere.
Karr spends hours prepping his horses for a team roping 
session. He moves between Lynx and Woody, brushing and 
grooming them. The two Registered American Quarter Horses 
stand calmly while he smoothes the dust from their coats. 
American Quarter Horses tend to excel at team roping because 
the breed is well-suited for sprinting short distances, a key 
element of the sport. A horse’s size also factors into its choice 
for competition. Lynx stands 14-2 hands, while Woody is 14-3 
hands, both just slightly over the maximum pony height, 14-1 
hands. In the horse world, a hand equals four inches, and the 
horse’s height is measured at its withers. 
As the excess coarse black hair from the horses’ now pristine 
manes and tails gathers around his feet, Karr carefully places 
protective boots around the ankles and feet of each horse. This 
protective gear keeps sensitive ligaments safe from damage, 
as the horses’ back legs occasionally hit the front legs during 
competition. The riders themselves take few precautions—they 
have no protection other than wearing a glove on the throwing 
hand to prevent rope burns. 
Riders adhere to few requirements at competitions. Some 
circuits do not have a dress code, but the United States Team 
Roping Championships (USTRC) require riders to wear a 
button-down shirt tucked into pants, with either a cowboy hat 
or no hat at all. Karr says riders cannot wear T-shirts or ball 
caps at USTRC events, in order to keep the sport true to its 
Western roots.  
Since Karr has been competing as a team roper for a quarter 
century, he has seen the sport gain popularity. “It’s amazing. 
When we first started, we would have to go 100 to 150 miles 
to find someone to rope against,” he says. But now, he ropes 
at least twice a week in his home arena with other Southeast 
Ohio based ropers. His nephew, Buckley, started roping as 
a sophomore in college. “My uncle was roping at the time 
and that got me into it,” Buckley says. “It’s a fun, addicting 
It’s amazing. When we first 
started, we would have to go 
100 to 150 miles to find  
someone to rope against.
—TOM KARR
Scenes from Tom Karr’s barn, from a horse’s forelock to spurs and lassos.
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sport.” Although Karr’s arena is slightly too small to hold any 
competitions, he uses it to train new ropers in the sport. On 
any given practice night—usually Thursdays and Sundays—
Karr, Buckley, the other Meigs County Ropers and their horses 
fill the arena and take turns practicing their form. 
After spending years practicing team roping at Karr’s arena, 
which is about a mile away from his own property, Buckley 
decided to build his own arena too. It took two years to build 
and is 80 feet larger than Karr’s. The structure was finished this 
spring. The addition of Buckley’s arena gives the Meigs County 
Ropers another place to practice their sport and makes it even 
easier for Buckley to keep up his form. “It’s so convenient to 
just walk out your back door and be able to practice,” Buckley 
says. “You don’t have to load your truck up and travel.”
Karr has seen numerous people of every age try the sport out 
at his arena. While some have decided it is not for them because 
of the travel commitment or the stress of timed competitions, 
a few people have developed a connection with the sport akin 
to his own—like Buckley. But even more important than 
attracting other riders is finding the right equine partner. 
It takes a special kind of horse to compete in team roping, 
Karr advises. Strength and speed are essential for team roping 
horses, but having a connection to the rider is also helpful in 
competition. Laying a thick but faded yellow blanket over 
Lynx’s back and placing the saddle on top, Karr explains his 
special connection with his favorite horse. “There’s a personality 
to it, and he just gets me into position differently,” he says. “He 
always goes where I want him to be.” Lynx gets preference at 
competitions over Woody, even though both horses are eight 
years old and have the same level of training. 
Team roping has given Karr the chance to form connections 
with friends and family too. Both his daughter, Whitney, 
and his son, Wesley, have participated in some team roping 
competitions, although they are not frequent team ropers. Karr 
recalls the clinic where his daughter first learned team roping. 
“The instructor had her catching and I was catching behind 
her,” he says. “It was a nice bond to share with her.”
Karr and his team roping partners continue to travel to 
competitions and practice their chosen sport as often as they 
can, and although each competition brings with it the chance 
to win cash prizes, Karr says he is drawn to the sport more than 
the glory. “I’ve always been interested in anything with cattle 
and horses or the West, and it helps when you win a little bit 
of money,” he says, laughing. “It’s really not about the money 
though. We spend or waste a lot more than we make.”
As he preps his horses for a practice, Karr’s dedication to 
team roping is clear. He warms them up slowly to ensure 
that they can make the best use of their speed and strength 
when it comes time to rope. He also speaks with pride of the 
riders he has spent time with in the past. When discussing a 
recent Ohio University graduate, Chelsea Toy, who used to 
practice barrel racing at Karr’s arena, a proud smile crosses 
In the timed sport of team roping, the header tries to rope the steer by its horns and the heeler goes for the back feet.
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Karr’s dust-speckled face. He explains her employment at 
horse-based magazines Spin the Wind and American Cowboy. 
“I get both magazines and the first thing I do is look for her 
name and I get so much pride from seeing her name in the 
masthead,” he says.
Karr’s pride in the success of his friends and teammates 
is evident after spending just a few moments with him. He 
prefers to talk about his friends’ competition wins rather 
than his own. Karr and two of his friends qualified for the 
team roping national championships in Oklahoma City last 
year, and instead of describing his own performance in the 
competition, he says, “Roger and James won $28,000 in 
their first competition out there. I think I was more excited 
about it than them.” Qualifying for nationals is based on how 
much money ropers win at each of the United States Team 
Roping Championship competitions throughout the year, and 
although Karr didn’t place at the event, his love for the sport 
didn’t falter. 
Karr found his niche in team roping and has spent the past 
25 years cultivating his own interest in the sport and bringing 
other riders into the roping community. The time he dedicates 
to practicing and training horses and riders is time well spent, 
as he is able to convince others to saddle up and join the Meigs 
County Team Roping Association.
TOP:  Cattle are 
herded into the 
arena for team 
roping practice.
BOTTOM: 
Stationary 
animals help 
Roger Cotterill 
master the art 
of roping. 
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???
One Glouster man has spent his whole life 
fighting—both in the ring and in out. Now he uses 
his experience to teach others to be champions.
THE RING LEADER
BY Austen Verrilli | PHOTOS BY Alex Goodlett
Sam Jones (right) works out a tight muscle on boxing coach Rob Robinson.
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Residents of Glouster have been fighting for survival ever since coal companies that built the town left years ago. Local businesses struggle to remain viable in the face of competition from cheaper chains. The Trimble School 
District battles funding problems. The neighborhoods are full 
of company houses with worn facades and sagging porches. 
Downtown Glouster is tired but it is far from dead. Despite being 
battered and bruised, some in the town refuse to back down from 
a fight. A group of more than 40 volunteers recently assembled to 
clean up and revive the town. Three of the downtown buildings 
house nonprofit organizations, which repair environmental and 
economic damage done by coal companies. 
A local boxing club—a town fixture since the 1930s—
still occupies a tall black building in downtown Glouster. A 
triangular coat hanger–shaped sign hangs above the sidewalk 
with “Sam’s Gym” painted in white and yellow letters. 
Gym owner Sam Jones, 71, is a livewire in a town struggling 
to keep a pulse. He energetically coaches fighters in boxing and 
kickboxing. He throws his body around like a man half his age 
as he demonstrates footwork and blocking techniques. 
Jones was once a national champion kickboxer. Now he uses 
his knowledge from years of fighting and coaching to teach 
people perseverance inside the ring and out. His mission now 
is making local youth “Champions in Life.”
Yells of excitement and encouragement bellow out of the 
gym’s old doors into the street. Boxers of all levels train inside. 
“You get the same as you get anywhere. You get your good 
and your bad,” says Rob Robinson, a boxing coach at Sam’s 
Gym. “A lot of the people [here], you know, they’re good 
country people and they got good hearts.” 
Josh Pugh, a stocky amateur fighter with dried blood on his 
nose, says that he comes to the gym a few times a month to 
improve his form and enjoys his time there. “Everybody here 
has been so helpful,” Pugh says. “They ain’t here just to beat you 
and make you look bad. [They] try to teach you something, 
make you a better fighter.” 
Jones knows that for some, the outlook of the tired town 
may fatigue the mind and spirit, but he teaches youth to never 
quit fighting. 
“This is what I try to instill in these kids right here: Get up 
off the canvas, lungs burning, get back in the game,” Jones says 
after an evening coaching. “When you get knocked down in 
life, get right back in there, start movin’.”
Jones’ father, grandfather and Frank Buhla, a local magician, 
started the boxing gym in 1936. The gym was founded in 
Glouster so that fighters could train, box and have a place to 
socialize in the coal company town. Jones’ dad brought him 
into the gym and started teaching him boxing when he was 
around 10 years old. 
“I can smell my dad and these guys coming out of the walls 
in here,” Jones says. The smell that emanates from the gym is 
age-old sweat, dust and canvas. Jones took over managing the 
gym in the 1960s when he was in his twenties. 
Inside, the walls are plastered with famous faces of 
fighters, like George Foreman, Evander Holyfield and Sugar 
Ray Leonard. Many of the fighters have an arm around 
Jones’ shoulders or one the fighters Jones trained. Besides 
the fighters, Jones’ relatives are also pictured on the walls 
wearing military uniforms and boxing garb and standing by 
homemade stills. 
The boxing ring sits in the rear of the first floor, held together 
When you get 
knocked down in 
life, get right back in 
there, start movin’.” 
— SAM JONES
ABOVE: Nathan 
Guy (left) 
spars with Jack 
Waldren while 
boxing coach 
Rob Robinson 
referees. 
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in part with duct tape and assorted ropes. It’s about a third of 
the size of regulation-sized rings, so here, there’s no running 
away from the fight. 
Jones is a born and bred boxer. Boxing his entire life was 
not always an easy choice. “You just get tired, you said, ‘Man, 
I’m not being successful. I’ve lost two or three bouts here in a 
row,’” Jones says. “Wow, maybe I should stop this and maybe 
do something else.”
But Jones’ father always encouraged him to keep fighting. 
During the 1960s, Jones’ perseverance and skill led him to a new 
form of fighting that would eventually catapult his fighting career 
to a title fight in Madison Square Garden in New York City. 
Jones’ break came in 1968 when he was 27. Maung Gyi, an 
Ohio University professor who was a native of Burma and a 
Bando Kickboxing master, visited Sam’s Gym. 
“He was so impressed with Sam’s boxing skills that they started 
to put the two arts together,” says Brent Semingson, a national 
champion Bando Kickboxer whom Jones coached in the 1980s.
Dr. Gyi was the first person to introduce Bando to the 
U. S. in 1959, according to an Athens Messenger article about 
a Bando training camp Dr. Gyi arranged at the Smoke Rise 
Ranch in 1986. Bando is a system of martial arts comprised 
of kickboxing and weapon fighting. Techniques span from 
sparring to blows designed to kill or maim. The fighting system 
was initially created to train Burmese soldiers. 
Jones focused on the kickboxing aspects of Bando. Jones 
knew how to punch. Dr. Gyi helped him incorporate Eastern 
fighting methods, and Jones became an early mixed martial arts 
fighter. “I’m a straight boxer—I know straight boxing,” Jones 
says. “[Dr. Gyi] knew how to throw in the kick part. So we 
started doing some kickboxing matches.”
Semingson says that combining western-style boxing with 
eastern kickboxing resulted in a combination of fighting that 
was lethal to traditional kickboxers. “We had a chance to put 
the two disciplines together and, you know, consequently 
we were unstoppable,” Semingson says. “Putting the legs in-
sync with boxing and putting both skills together made it the 
ultimate fight.” 
Jones proved that mixing fighting forms was a winning 
strategy. He held the U.S. heavyweight Bando kickboxing title 
from 1974 to 1976. 
Pictures in the gym show Jones in his prime. He stands 
shirtless, with stout legs and square shoulders. His face is 
composed and his eyes look forward with determination.  
Jones says that he and Dr. Gyi slowly started bringing 
kickboxing into local fighting events in Ohio, Indiana, 
Kentucky and West Virginia. “There used to be boxing clubs 
all over the place,” says Robinson, who has been going to Sam’s 
Gym for over 30 years. “We used to go from club to club and 
have all kinds of nice club fights.” 
Jones set up his ring in local towns and hosted pro-am 
boxing shows for the townspeople. Before owning a trailer to 
transport the ring, they managed to pack the ring in a van. 
“We were sitting on top of the ring going down the highway,” 
Coach Robinson says, laughing. 
As Jones learned to kickbox, he started to incorporate 
kickboxing fights into the boxing shows. “We’d pad guys up 
[and] let guys have a couple, three kick boxing matches, just to 
get people acclimated,” Jones says. 
For a while, Jones only fought in and hosted local events. 
“We were always fighting here. We always had boxing matches 
all around this area,” Jones says. 
With time, kickboxing fights started in a few bigger cities 
and Jones was asked to compete. Still, most of his events were 
held in small arenas like high schools, National Guard armories 
and universities. Eventually Jones had 30 kickboxing wins 
under his belt with only one loss. 
He earned a fight in Madison Square Garden in 1975 because 
of his winning record, an early start in American kickboxing 
and connections he gained through years of boxing. The fight 
was televised on ABC’s Wide World of Sports.  
Jones says the enormity of Madison Square Garden 
intimidated him. “Madison Square Garden looks like Glouster 
with a roof on it,” Jones says, half-joking. “That ring looked 
like a postage stamp in that place.” 
Jones says 20,000 people filled the arena for the fight. “It’s 
just a mass of people everywhere you know,” Jones says. “And 
you think, ‘Wow, I’m afraid to make a mistake. I don’t want to 
get knocked on my butt on national television in front of all 
my friends, so they can be embarrassed’… a lot of things enter 
your mind.” 
Jones’ competitor that day was Jose Casado, a Puerto Rican 
fighter, and unfortunately for Jones, people were celebrating 
National Puerto Rican Day. “It was their day; they were having 
a nice time. Then I went in there and fought their Puerto Rican 
champion. Their champion,” Jones says, laughing. 
Jones had around 25 of his friends and family in his 
corner, but that was nothing compared to Casado’s fans. “If 
he hit me, everybody’d cheer, and if I hit him, nothing,” 
Jones says of the crowd. 
To make matters worse, Jones broke his left hand during 
the first round of the fight. When the fight was over, judges 
declared Jones the loser by one point, 78-77.  
Still, despite all his travels and success, Jones never truly 
left the small, rural town where he started his life. He ran two 
businesses—a bar and a store—during his boxing career and he 
has raised a family in Glouster with his wife, Ellen. 
“If it hadn’t been for that … I’d have went to Las Vegas or 
somewhere and set in and started training and started fighting 
out there and taking my career out there,” Jones says. 
His gym is now one of the oldest boxing clubs in Southeast 
Sam’s Gym started in the third floor of this downtown Glouster building in 1936.
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Ohio. He funds it for around $6,000 a year out of his own 
pocket and uses small donations to help pay utility bills. 
Boxers work out and train free of charge. Jones’ professional 
kickboxing career helped him meet many promoters in the 
industry. They still call him asking if he has fighters for fights. 
Since retiring from professional kickboxing, Jones’ reputation 
brought in fighters from all around Ohio, Kentucky and West 
Virginia. Over the years, Jones coached fighters to title fights 
and through professional fighting careers. In 1995 he coached 
the U.S. kickboxing team against Russia.  
One of Jones’ fighters, Andrea DeShong, was even in a 
title match on the same fight card as a fight between Mike 
Tyson and Evander Holyfield. Tyson infamously bit off part 
of Holyfield’s ear that night. Jones says Tyson’s chomp caused 
uproar in the MGM Grand that forced it to be closed. “People 
were upset and throwing things. It was like a riot down there,” 
Jones says excitedly. “They closed the whole casino down.” 
He currently coaches professional welterweight boxer Brian 
Camechis of Glouster. 
Jones says that coal mines used to provide a way for high school 
dropouts or those who didn’t attend school to make a living. Now 
youths don’t have that option. “It’s a must now for these kids to 
stay in school and not drop out like they did and go to work with 
dad in the coal mine,” Jones says. “That’s gone.” 
To make things worse, Trimble Township is home to the 
poorest school district in the state. The Ohio Department of 
Education label the school district “effective,” but not “excellent” 
or “excellent with distinction” in its 2010-2011 School District 
Report Card. Jones raises money for the district through programs 
like a “Boxing for Books” event he holds yearly. 
“If they don’t educate these kids, [they’re] going to sit on the 
back porch and draw welfare,” Jones says. “They’re just going to 
be a ward of the state if you don’t educate them.” 
Jones says that some kids in rural Ohio are inherently 
disadvantaged and that makes it even more important to get 
them off to a good start in life. 
Jones preaches perseverance. Jabs, uppercuts and roundhouse 
kicks are his sermons and picking one’s self off the floor is the 
most holy sacrament of Sam’s Gym. “When you get knocked 
down, which you do every day in life,” Jones says, “get right 
back up and dust yourself off like you do in that boxing ring 
and get the hell back in there.” 
It’s a must now for these 
kids to stay in school and 
not drop out like they did 
and go to work with dad in 
the coal mine. That’s gone.” 
— SAM JONES
LEFT: 
Sam Jones 
coaches Chris 
McLaughlin 
on blocking 
techniques in 
the ring. 
BOTTOM LEFT: 
Sam Jones (left) 
works out Bret 
Semingson, a 
former national 
champion 
Bando fighter 
he trained in  
the 1980s.
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Pickin’ Away
Some folks collect stamps. William Green thinks bigger. 
L ife did exist before dollar menus and dishwashers. As proof, look no further than the historic buildings from all over Southeast Ohio hidden in a northern Pickaway County backyard. There sits a gas station from the 
1920s, a church dating back to 1871, a fully stocked 1880s 
country store, an 1800s log cabin and a railroad depot from 
the 1880s. These buildings have seen marriages and History 
Channel camera crews. The buildings’ owner is William “Willi” 
Green, a gruff and soft-spoken 78-year-old man. But compared 
to his buildings, he is a youngster. 
Green’s passion for history shines through his smile as he tells 
stories about his collection. It started back in the 1960s when 
he saw a stagecoach at the Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma. In the 1970s, he poked around a few auctions 
in Ohio before going up to Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, to see a 
diverse collection of horse-drawn vehicles for sale. 
“That’s when I really saw stuff,” Green says, “and that’s the 
day I really got hooked.”
Green eventually made a business restoring horse-drawn 
carriages. A large building on the property filled end-to-end 
with stagecoaches, horse-drawn hearses and ladder wagons 
shows he is serious about his work. 
Green has a story for every building he owns. He has 
transported them to his property both piece by piece and 
in whole. 
One of Green’s favorite buildings is his 1880s country store. 
The store came from Matville, but Green says no one in the 
area calls the town by its official name. Instead people call it 
Jacktown, nicknamed after D.J. White, the man who owned 
most of the town. White was also the original owner of the 
store, according to tax records. 
The store was a place where people would get odds and ends, 
a social hub in the farming community. “[There’s] been a lotta 
stories, been a lotta lies told in here,” Green says as he shows off 
the inside of the store. 
He acquired the store after the owner and operator died in 
1980, before which it had been open for business since the 
1880s. Green transported it whole through farm fields on the 
back of a truck to its final resting place.
 “We came across the fields in the fall after the farmers got 
the crops off,” Green says. “We had a ’dozer with us if we 
needed it, if it got soft or somethin’ to push.” 
The store sits full of period correct items from its years 
of operation. Green is in the process of restocking the 
store. Three years ago, a collector came and bought all of 
the contents he had originally amassed. “I said ‘No, it’s not 
PEOPLE
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PREVIOUS PAGE: William Green stands behind the counter in his 1880s country store. He bought the store in Matville, just 
a few miles from his house and towed it home, in whole, across farm fields. TOP LEFT: Green collects period-correct items 
for his buildings like this oil can found in his 1920s gas station.
TOP RIGHT: Green has a barn full of horse drawn carriages. In the foreground is a fire hose reel wagon. In the background sits a Dutch Beer wagon and a Sohio 
tanker wagon. BOTTOM LEFT: Many of Green’s buildings stand along a gravel road on the side of his property. BOTTOM RIGHT: A pamphlet of church songs lies in 
Green’s 1871 church. 
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for sale’ and he said ‘Well, enough money buys anything,’” 
Green says. “We estimated and then, basically, I doubled the 
price and he took it.” 
Green’s 1871 church is next in line. With helpers, the 
building was moved in pieces because it was too tall to clear 
power lines. Of the seven weddings held in the church, 
four were for Green’s daughters and granddaughters. All 
four of them got married on Willi and wife Doris’ wedding 
anniversary. “Me and my wife, it will be 60 years now,” Green 
says nostalgically. “We got married on July the second. All the 
rest of them followed through.” 
Green used to have a 1951 White Castle building, but 
he sold it to the same collector who purchased the contents 
of his country store. That building was what attracted 
American Pickers hosts Mike Wolfe and Frank Fritz to knock 
on Green’s door during the shooting of their first season, 
which aired in 2010. 
“All the time they was here I didn’t know whether I’d be on 
television for two minutes, five minutes or whether they really 
had the show sold to the History Channel,” Green says. 
Wolfe and Fritz purchased a cigarette machine, old signs, 
pictures and an antique soda fountain. “They was all right to 
get along with, and we had fun,” Green says. 
Green is attached to his historical collection, but says he is 
not offended if people purchase items from him and then resell 
them to make money. 
“Some people get mad when some people make somethin’ 
off ’em,” Green says. “Well you sold it, so it’s their turn to make 
money.” In 1975, Pickaway County Tourism agent George 
Hamrick started a historical show. Hamrick sent a request to 
people of the county looking for antique farm machinery to 
display, and Green’s horse drawn equipment fit the bill. 
Hamrick only ran the annual show through 1976. Then 
Green, with encouragement from his father, took over hosting 
it on his property.
Green says his building collection really started when 
he began hosting the show. First, the owner of an old time 
blacksmith shop offered the building to him for the show in 
1979. “A guy said, ‘Are you having the show, do you want 
to move that blacksmith shop?’ So we started moving that,” 
Green says. “We got a chance to move the store and then the 
gas station, the log house and the railroad depot. So we kept on 
moving [and] kept having the shows.”  
 People from all around the county would cook food, dress 
up as historical characters and do demonstrations for patrons. 
Eventually after over 20 years of hosting, Green says he and his 
volunteers got old. “My help got tired and I said ‘I guess, well, 
we better quit,’” Green says. 
Green doesn’t advertise his collection. But he says that the 
public is welcome to see it. Call (614) 877-4254 to make an 
appointment to visit the property and see some of Southeast 
Ohio’s history for yourself.
All the time they was here I 
didn’t know whether I’d be on 
television for two minutes, 
five minutes or whether they 
really had the show sold to the 
History Channel.”  
—WILLIAM GREEN
PEOPLE
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BY Bridget Mallon | PHOTOS BY Lauren Custis
S itting at the edge of the Ohio River, Gallipolis City Park rocks with the rhythm of gospel music on Fridays throughout the summer. Audience members flock there each week, eager to spend an 
evening under the stars with the finest gospel music in the 
area. Lawn chairs and blankets cover the grass surrounding 
the bandstand as families and friends soak up the summer 
breeze and sounds of various musicians.
Hosted by the Addison Free Will Baptist Church and its 
pastor of 24 years, Rick Barcus, Gallipolis Gospel in the Park 
runs from May to August every year. 
Barcus came up with Gospel in the Park five years ago as a 
way to share his love of gospel with a more extensive group of 
people than his congregation. His Christian faith first sparked 
his interest in gospel, but he does not see the events as a way 
to push his religion on others. “I wanted to bring gospel music 
to the community, and we didn’t want any denominations 
involved—it’s just gospel music,” Barcus says, his voice dripping 
with a soft Southern accent. “It’s just a relaxing atmosphere 
showcasing the gospel music talent in this area.” 
The park’s riverside location gives attendees the chance to 
look out over the water and picnic under a canopy of large trees. 
Barcus sees the events as a great way for community members to 
catch up outside after spending the winter indoors.
Every Friday, at least two different gospel performers take the 
stage, but on occasion there are more featured acts. Several of 
the groups that have performed at Gospel in the Park in the past 
return again to the outdoor events. Some groups travel from cities 
such as Parkersburg, West Virginia, and Columbus, Ohio.
Gospel is a form of music that expresses Christian spiritual 
beliefs, whether personal or communal. While people generally 
picture gospel performances by a traditional church choir, it 
can sound like many different genres. 
Barcus says various different stylistic takes on gospel 
music play at Gospel in the Park, including bluegrass, a 
capella and barbershop quartet. “We truly believe there’s 
something for everybody,” Barcus says with excitement. 
“You might come this week and it might not be your cup 
of tea, but come back next week and there’ll be someone 
performing some type of music you enjoy.” 
The series has its own Facebook group so attendees can 
check to see when their favorite groups are playing. Even 
gospel musicians who have never performed at one of the 
Gospel in the Park events have the festivities on their radar. 
Swing Low, Sweet Gallia
AN EVENING OF GOSPEL MUSIC FOR ALL
It’s a way to share my faith.”
—RON HAMILTON
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Ron Hamilton, a gospel singer in the Tennessee band The 
New Prophets, regularly posts events in the Facebook group 
in the hopes of connecting with other gospel lovers. “Gospel 
music is a religious experience for me,” he says. “It’s a way 
to share my faith.”
Barcus has performed at Gospel in the Park events for the 
past three years with his a capella group, The Victory River 
Quartet. The Reverend sings lead vocals, and three other men, 
singing baritone, tenor and bass round out the group. Once 
he became involved with performing gospel, Barcus says it was 
something he fell in love with. “We don’t do it for the money 
because we spend more money than we make, and we don’t do 
it to get famous because the crowds aren’t big enough to get 
famous,” Barcus says. “You do it because you love it.”  
The events draw a large crowd every Friday, and Barcus says 
a group of regulars return just about every week. New groups 
and styles of gospel, along with the sounds of gospel tones 
wafting through the park, are attracting new attendees. Barcus 
says everyone is welcome to sit back, relax and enjoy the music. 
With no entrance fees and no maximum number of attendees, 
the only deterrent audience members may face is bad weather.
“Our crowds are really good for this area,” Barcus says, noting 
the event typically brings in between 200 or 300 people. “It’s a 
big thing for a small community.”
LEFT: The 
Addison Free 
Will Baptist 
Church hosts 
Gospel in 
the Park 
throughout the 
summer  
at Gallipolis  
City Park.
BOTTOM: 
Wanda DeWeese 
sings for The 
Gloryland 
Believers as 
Shelby Searls 
plays the piano.
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Barn Stars
Celestial décor gives area farmhouses  
a heavenly trademark 
BY Andreya Carlson | PHOTO BY Robin Hecker
Scenic drives through the Southeastern Ohio countryside provide views of lush fields filled with purple, white and yellow wildflowers. Forests line the horizon and quaint country barns and homes sit at the 
end of winding driveways. On many of these houses and barns 
hang colorful celestial bodies: barn stars. 
The barn star is a classical country decoration that has 
become a symbol of the Midwest. Traditionally created by the 
Amish, the stars are now sold in markets, craft stores or online. 
The three-dimensional pointed stars range in size from small to 
large enough for, quite literally, the broad side of a barn. 
Barn stars’ colors have symbolic meanings, according to 
various websites through which they are sold, including 
JolliePrimitives.com and AnniesAmishBarnStars.com. Blue 
represents protection, peace and calmness, while green stars 
represent growth and fertility. The brown barn star symbolizes 
a relationship with Mother Earth. Yellow stands for health in 
body and mind, as well as a connection to God.
 “They became garden art and interior accents, certainly 
not what the German immigrants thought was going to 
happen,” says Claudia Brownlie, author of The Shoestring 
Gardener and operator of The-Artistic-Garden.com, 
which includes ideas for garden art and craft projects. 
Amish people, credited with bringing barn stars to the 
U. S., were among the religious refugees in Germany who 
immigrated to America and became known collectively as 
the Pennsylvania Dutch.
The stars used to be painted on barns, but they have evolved 
over time into the metal structures hung from houses and 
barns today. 
Stephen Anderson, a retired police officer, started his business 
Anderson and Associates in Mansfield to help Amish families 
expand their craft and to market their products. Anderson works 
with an Amish family to create the metal barn stars. 
“[It] can take several days, from cutting, to bending, to 
washing, to final,” explains Anderson.
According to Aaron Hershgerger, a member of the Old 
Order Amish, the barn star is looked at more as a piece of 
decoration than for any special purpose. Hershgerger adds that 
the Amish do not hang up the stars themselves, but making the 
barn stars is still a family effort. 
Many Southeast Ohioans think of the barn star as an aesthetically 
pleasing piece that gives a country feel to their homes, and people 
often give the stars to friends or family as gifts.
Athens resident June Dearth received her red, white and blue 
star as a housewarming gift from her aunt who lives next door. 
She does not read into the original symbolism of barn stars’ 
colors, but she sees the star as a sign of good luck. 
Shirley Drake, an Athens resident since 1965, and her husband 
received their barn star as a Christmas gift from her stepdaughter, 
Bev. The hunter green star is mounted on the Drakes’ garage. 
Although Drake has a single barn star hanging above her garage 
door, she says Bev has stars decorating the interior of her house too. 
“There are quite a few people around that have them,” she says. 
Representing luck, family and country-living, barn stars add 
charm and character to Southeast Ohio houses.
This home in Albany proudly displays a symbol of classic country living. 
PLACE
 I dreamed of being a lot of things when 
I was a little girl. Never though, did I 
dream I’d be diagnosed with cancer.
 The Holzer Center for Cancer Care is part 
of the tri-state’s most comprehensive healthcare 
facilty. The world class doctors and surgeons were 
a dream to work with, and they’re right around 
the corner. As a team their five-year survival 
rates for colon, prostate and breast cancer are 
ahead of the national averages.
 Thanks to The Holzer Center for 
Cancer Care I can watch her grow up. . . 
 A Princess, a doctor, a lawyer,
a fashion designer. . . 
 . . .and help her dreams  
come true.
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Glouster resident Jack Waldren wraps his hands before sparring at Sam’s Gym. (see page 34). | PHOTOS BY Alex Goodlett
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